Summer 2018 Herb Scarf Summer Research Projects

Adverse selection and health care provider network formation  Professor Jacob Wallace

- Award: Dominique Desroches
- Award: Cody Clements

Alleviating Global Poverty Through Urban Migration  Professor Mushfiq Mobarak

- Award: Sebastian Quaade

Capacity Discipline in the Airline Industry  Professor Kevin Williams, Professor Fiona Scott Morton

- Award: Ryo Tamaki
- Award: Hersh Gupta

Causal Machine Learning  Professor Yusuke Narita

- Award: Devesh Agrawal
- Award: Keniel Yao
- Award: Fatih Celikbas

Cognitive ability and economic decision-making at older ages  Professor Cormac O’Dea

- Award: Lan Luo

Compensation Schemes, Competition, and Gender  Professor Ed Vytlacil

- Award: Walker Mayer
Disseminating Agricultural Technologies in Developing Countries through Social Networks  Professor Mushfiq Mobarak

- Award: Surbhi Bharadwaj

Electricity Subsidies, Outages, and Inequality in Developing Countries  Professor Mushfiq Mobarak

- Award: Hideto John Mori

Employer and Employer Characteristics and the Labor Market  Professor Tristan Botelho

- Award: Justin Choi

Estimating Impact of Institutional Rigidities on Corporate Bond Returns after a Rating Change  Professor Matthew Spiegel

- Award: Allison Du
- Award: Kevin Hong
- Award: Clayton Hebert

Evidence about Evidence-based Policy Making  Professor Yusuke Narita

- Award: Jacob Carlson
- Award: Ling Dong

Filling in and Concording US County Business Pattern Data over Time  Professor Peter Schott

- Award: Udit Jain

Foreclosures and empty houses in CT  Professor Jose-Antonio Espin-Sanchez, Professor Daniel Keniston
• Award: Thomas Atlee
• Award: Benjamin Wong

Health insurance and financial strain  Professor Jacob Wallace

• Award: Joseph Doran

How have national and multinational bodies responded to financial crises?  Professor Andrew Metrick, Professor Christian McNamara

• Award: Jorge Colmenares-Miralles
• Award: Adrian Kulesza

Is the risk of sea level rise capitalized in residential real estate?  Professor Matthew Spiegel

• Award: Giovannah Webb
• Award: Alissa Wang

Measuring the Capacity of Different Tax Bases to Stabilize the Macroeconomy  Professor Yair Listokin

• Award: Catherine Chang

The Effect of Industry Failure on Entrepreneurial Entry  Professor Tristan Botelho

• Award: Maria Velicu

The Environmental Bias of Trade Policy; U.S. Rural Electrification  Professor Joseph Shapiro

• Award: Sam Goldman
The Geography of Economic Growth in the US since 1850  Professor Costas Arkolakis, Professor Michael Peters

- Award: Lydia Wickard
- Award: Loften Deprez

The Growth Slowdown and Rising Market Power in the US  Professor Michael Peters

- Award: Jordi Bofill
- Award: Tra Nguyen
- Award: Farouq Ghandour
- Award: Gloria Wu
- Award: Chuang Tang

Transfers, bequests and human capital Investment in children over the lifecycle  Professor Cormac O'Dea

- Award: Bibek Basnet
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